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Everyone i want to let you know about an upcoming virtual conference that you gotta check out
in an effort to bring more thoughtful dialog to the topic of mental health in the latter day. Saint
context the leading saints team has put together the mentally healthy saints virtual summit we
have interviewed twenty plus individuals with expertise or real life experience related to so many
mental health topics including anxiety depression eating disorders. Adhd and even scrupulously
we will discuss all these topics as they relate to the latter day saint faith experience and how we
can all come together to better minister to those who struggle with mental health. It's free to
attend. Virtually he kind of join us for more details on the topics that we will cover during the
summit and register for free text the word lead to four seven four seven four seven or visit
leading saints dot org slash mental health again. Text the word lead to four seven. Four seven
four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash mental health. My name is brett thompson. I'm in
west valley city. Utah been hanging out with leading saints or a few years now and recently
released as bishop and now enjoying my calling with my wife as a primary teacher. But i i
absolutely feel there needs to be a forum like leading saints because we need to tackle the hard
stuff we need to have open real conversations with each other that are that are not muted by
culture and limited by our unwillingness to break out. I find that. Not jumping in anything specific
but i find that leading saints provides me with something to give someone else if we're having a
hard conversation a great library of difficult subjects to tackle whether it's suicide or auspey or
marital issues gender attraction. It's been a great tool in my tool bag over the last several years
leaving saints is a nonprofit organization dedicated helping latter day saints. Be better prepared
to lead and we do that through content creation. Like this podcast which you hope you
subscribe to. We also have a website leading saints dot org with thousands of incredible articles
all about leadership in the context of being latter day. Saint we host virtual summits live events
and also have a weekly newsletter to keep you up to date on all things. Happening with leading
saints visit leading saints dot. Org for more information. Kurt franken the host of the leading
saints podcasts. And like i mentioned at the beginning of this episode. We have the mentally



healthy saints virtual summit coming up on may eighteenth and i wanted to highlight one of the
twenty plus presentations that we have for the during the virtual summit and this one with jodie
more now. These sessions are a little bit differently. Where i have them give a full presentation
about forty five minutes sort of a monologue presentation. So you won't hear a lot of me asking
questions until the very end were We have a great discussion and This hopefully gives you a
flavor of what you'll experience during the mentally healthy saints virtual summit so sit back and
enjoy this presentation by jodi today back with jodi more. How are you jodi so good. How are
you very good now. And we've done a variety a handful of different podcast episodes. I think this
is your second or third summit that you've participated with us and You've always got a different
angler perspective. The shared related. Whatever topic were recovering. So maybe introduce
yourself. And then i'll bring up your slides in the we'll learn from you then we'll do some
questions at the end so all right sounds great. Thank you so much for having me. I love that you
organize these great conferences. And and i appreciate getting to participate so i am a life
coach. I work with mostly members of the church on mental and emotional health. So i'll just
briefly mentioned the difference between a life coach and therapist is sort of like the difference
between a doctor and a personal trainer. So we go to the doctor when we're sick that would be
the equivalent of a therapist straight dealing with mental illness mental dysfunction versus a life
coach. More like that person. That's going to help you get in shape and maybe to strengthen
yourself even though you may not be sick so i've been doing this about seven. Years worked
with thousands of individuals. I speak a lot to church. Groups both adults and youth and so i'm
really excited to be here and share a little bit about my experience. Today we're gonna be
talking today. What i'm going to speak to you a little bit about today. That curtin i thought would
be really useful is how to help our youth. Our youth are just like all of us coming off of a really
strange year with the pandemic and life as we expected.
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It certainly look like what we pictured and a lot of our attempts to protect our physical health
have sort of taken a toll on her mental and emotional health. And i know that's true for all of us
but we're seeing that a lot with our youth that developmental phase where this can be even
more challenging. And so what. I wanted to do today. Courtesy will just go to the next slide for
me is. I've put together five tools. That i found to be really helpful whether you're a leader over
youth or apparent or i think every single one of us has youth in our life in some form or another.
These tools are applicable though for those of us trying to lead the way for our youth. So if you
go to the next site the first tool that i want to offer is that we normalize feeling unhappy so i really
wrestled with what to call it. Do i say normalized. Feeling bad normalized feeling negative
emotion and both the word bad negative connotation that. Something's wrong and that's why i
just called it feeling unhappy but it's gonna show up for our youth just like it does for us. As
adults in a variety of different formats might be worry anxiety stress fear disappointment anger.
Whatever is not happiness. I think it's really powerful to give our kids permission to feel that way
in the past we have with good intentions sent some messages that i don't think are useful in
other words. We've said a lot of like just choose. Happiness happiness is a choice. Well i think
that's a powerful thing to teach at times but there is an underlying message that there's



something wrong if you don't choose happiness and one of the most useful things that i found
both for myself and for the youth that i have worked with is when they come to me and say i feel
really anxious instead of me diving in saying. Why do you feel anxious. What's the matter and
trying to solve for it. As though it's a problem. I begin by saying you know what it's okay to fill
anxious your human being. You're gonna feel anxious at times. In fact i feel anxious at times.
We all do. It's a normal part of being a human and it doesn't mean that we don't go talk about
why and address that we'll talk about that in a minute but the first step is that i like to allow them
to understand our offer the to them anyway. The idea that nothing is wrong if you think about it
when we get the flu or we get covid or something like that right. We're like oh something's
wrong. We got to fix that and many of us talk about negative emotions in the same way. If if my
friend says to me my has a lot of anxiety with a mean is something's wrong. And what i believe
is that actually heavenly father created us including all of our emotions both the ones that feel
great and the ones that don't in that nothing is wrong that that child doesn't have the flute i will
say. Of course. there are cases of chemical and hormonal imbalance. Which is where you want
to seek a clinical specialist but for the most part negative emotion is just a normal and in fact not
only is it. Okay it's actually really useful. There's a reason heavenly father gave us all those
emotions so by way of example. Let's go to the next slide. I wanna talk to you about a study that
was done on stress. So this comes from kelley mcgonigal's. Excuse me book which is called the
upside of stress. There was a study done in one thousand nine hundred ninety eight. They took
thirty thousand adults in the united states and they asked him these two questions they said.
How much stress have you experienced in the past year. So they were looking for whether or
not these individuals were stressed. And then they said. Do you believe that stress is harmful for
your health. Now most of us have lived in a world and grown up in a world where we were
taught that stress is not good for us. We were taught that we need to manage your stress. We
need to minimize stress and in fact stress can lead to heart disease and high blood pressure
and ulcers and all other kinds of problems so most of us were taught that stress was not good
for us right. But this study if you go to the next slide. Here's what we discovered. They took the
participants of the study divided them into three different groups. K group one was individuals
that said yes. I've experienced quite a bit of stress high stress. And i believe that stress is
harmful been taught. It's not good for you. Group number two was full of individuals. Who said
i've experienced a lot of stress but that's okay. I don't think stress is really bad for you. I think it's
fine. I don't love it. But i don't necessarily think it's harmful group number three said i'm pretty
low stress. I don't feel like i've had a lot of stress. Okay so i want you to just take a guess as to
which group in. I'll tell you the things that they looked for in. This study were both length of life
so who died their earliest but also who had the optimal amount of physical health and mental
and emotional health who had overall the happiest lives and some of us might have thought at
one point at least that group number three did the best the ones that had low stress but what
this study revealed was that actually group number two was the most successful the healthiest
physically and emotionally and mentally in had the life that they wanted in other words
individuals that experienced stress but didn't necessarily think that stress was bad for them
fared better and there's a whole bunch more to this study that i won't get into today but actually
what they concluded and what.
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Kelly mechanical teaches in her book. Is that believing that stress is bad for. You is what causes
heart disease ulcers high blood pressure all the things that we've been worrying about not
stress itself. Stress itself is actually very useful. Stress tells us to focus stress tells us pay
attention. stress says. Reach out for help because you have more here on your plate than you
can handle so stress actually in again. There's a whole book on this but stress is actually good
for us in that is not only true have stressed that's i zaidi. Fear all the other motions that heavenly
father created within us in case so that's tool number one. Remember that nothing's wrong
when a youth that you're talking to tells you they feel negative emotion in your first response
shouldn't be ono. How do we get rid of this. It needs to be all right. That's okay that's because
you're a human we can do this. And that is tool number one. So let's go to number two number
two thing i want to offer to. You is to focus more on thoughts unless actions when you are
speaking to youth. It's natural for us to talk about what we should do. Okay so let's say you're
dealing with a youth who is trying to stop some kind of a bad habit k maybe they're engaging
with pornography or something natural tendencies is for us to go to actions. Do this don't do
this. Nothing wrong with that. But it's just much more powerful to spend more time than what we
are doing right now focusing on their thoughts focusing on what. They're believing what they're
thinking. What is driving. That behavior in the first place is always thoughts. Caso action
focusing on action is sort of like a band aid on a broken arm. We don't want to just put a band or
even just taking advil for a broken arm it might minimize the pain but ultimately we want to
understand where the bone is broken. We want to properly cast it. We want to heal the broken
bone. Not just take advil or stick abandoned on there as a temporary fix okay. So that comes
from just having discussions with youth. Not just about what you do. Or what are you gonna do
differently. But like what are you thinking when that happens. What's the story you're believing.
What are you thinking now that you've made a mistake. What are you a lot of the youth. I've
been talking to are having a lot of mixed thoughts about the future. They're saying things. Like i
don't know what's going to happen in the future. Because i thought this year i was going to go to
the prom and now it seems like i'm not and i'm just scared. What if my future doesn't turn out.
So those are all thoughts right. And i say to them. You know you get to believe anything you
want to about the future and you thought you knew what the future is going to be before. But
you didn't just like we never actually know the future and we just spent some time discussing it
right instead of going straight to action like well just make good decisions and go to college and
keep the commandments. That's all good advice. But there's a whole nother layer underneath.
Which is what they might be believing. There's a scripture on the next slide. Here i want to share
with you actually a couple of scriptures. Let's go to this one. I in isaiah fifty five. It says for my
thoughts are not your thoughts. Neither are your ways my ways sayeth the lord so notice in the
scripture. The lord is talking to us about like. Listen i'm not like you. He does talk about action.
He says my ways your ways but he begins by saying my thoughts are not your thoughts. I don't
think about things the same way you do. I think about things on a higher level. I think about
things on a more eternal level or he has a greater level of understanding right in that our goal is
not just to become like the lord in the way that we behave in the way that we think that is our
goal and i think that's a really important part of it is another scripture on the next slide. Here that
comes from mosaic. And this is king benjamin talking to his people and one of my favorite



versus scripture where he says but this much i can tell you that if you do not watch yourself and
your thoughts keyword your thoughts and your words and your deeds and observe the
commandments of god and continue in the faith of what you have heard concerning the coming
of our lord even unto the end of your lives you must perish and now oh man remember and
parish not so i personally when he says ye must perish. What is king. Benjamin mean by that all
of us are ultimately going to die as far as our moral experience. I think that there's a lot more to
it than that. I think it has to do with the quality of our life. The quality of of what we're able to
experience but also to produce in create and i think that the scripture is about more than just
making sure we don't have impure thoughts.
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I think that might be a component of it. But i think there's so much more which is you have to
choose your thoughts intentionally and yes choose your actions your words your deeds and
everything as well but choose the way you're going to think about yourself and the world and so
i love the idea that when you're you're working with youth you want to have discussions about
what they are thinking because another really important principle of our doctrine his agency and
most people tend to think of agency as the ability to choose what you're going to do but it's also
the ability to choose what you're going to think and to choose how you're going to feel and to
choose how you're going to respond to any particular situation and that level of agency is a skill
that our youth can develop. They're open to it but we have to offer it to them in to me. It's as
simple as youth might again back to the young woman who asked me what about my future. I'm
worried about it. I said that's one way to think about it. Let's think about some other ways we
could think about it. And i'm just simply offering alternative thoughts and i use language like that
to emphasize that it is a choice. How you're going to think about things is a choice. And i think
that's a choice that the lord wants us to own so let's go to tool number. Three number. three is to
teach youth how to feel their feelings. I know this sounds very will. Stay with me k. I promise you
it's not. It's actually very powerful so again. When when a youth comes to me and says i'm
feeling anxious sister more first thing i do as i say it's totally okay. You know we all get anxious.
Sometimes we're human beings and then we might talk about what they're thinking. But i always
also go to this so when we have a negative emotion. Come up we have three options. Which
i've outlined on the next slide. We can either resist that emotion. Avoid it or feel it and let me
speak to each of these for just a moment. Resisting emotion is when we tighten up against it.
Were sort of trying to push it away. Sort of mad about it. This is why. I think kelly mcgonigal's
study on stress is so powerful because it's not the stress itself that creates problems. It's
resisting stress. It's tightening against it. It's us being stressed about being stressed. Right being
worried that. I'm so anxious being ashamed that i'm so disappointed. Feeling guilty that. I'm
struggling case and when we layer the emotion about the negative emotion. That's us resisting
and it doesn't help. It doesn't help. The emotion get lighter at actually just adds negative emotion
on top of negative emotion. And pretty soon it be. We become this tight ball. That is not healthy.
That's what the only thing most people know to do. Number two option. We have is to avoid our
feelings now. I think if you can avoid a negative emotion if you can escape it. There are some
times when there are healthy ways to do that. And i'm all for that like sometimes if i'm feeling



anxious or stress and i just go for a walk or a short jog. It really helps me sort of get rid of that
feeling. Probably a healthy way to handle it. So i'm not saying avoiding. It is always bad but we
have a lot of ways of avoiding emotion that are very toxic in our world or some of the ones that
even can be healthy in moderation can become toxic in excess so again exercise in excess not
healthy. We can become addicted to exercise. Social media is an escape from emotion. Little bit
assoc media. I like that. A lot of social media probably creating a different problem might help
me escape. Boredom or loneliness or some other mush. But now i have this other problem. This
addiction to social media. We have addiction to food. We have alcohol drugs pornography
gambling shopping addiction to shopping. Right again as you can see some of these things in
moderation probably find some of them not a good idea probably to get involved with at all and i
really do feel for our youth because they're growing up in a world and i feel like this makes me
sound old because i remember like leader saying this when i was a youth. But they're like i feel
so bad for your world is so hard they do think it gets more challenging with every generation and
our youth have an easy button number two that avoiding just like let me just hit the easy button
instead of feeling this way. Let me just get my phone instead of feeling awkward socially
awkward. Let me get on my phone. Let me just escape it in this way. There are escapes
everywhere. And so we just wanna be aware of that and be aware that what we're doing is
escaping emotion and what's the healthiest and. Most empowering thing is number three which
is just to feel your feelings to not have to run away from them to not have to escape them.
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And i'll tell you the way that you do that it's actually really simple. All you do is instead of
tightening up you. Just take a deep breath and relax. And i personally sort of talked to it in my
head so i'll go. Okay worry. i guess we're going to hang out today. You have to sort of welcome.
The emotion taking a deep breath helps because emotions are just neuro chemicals hormones
circulating throughout the body so we don't want to resist. We wanna like relax so that they can
circulate and sort of run their course and then began and when you open up to it and you say all
right worry i guess i guess you're coming with me today like i got this meeting. That's going to
happen. And i got to pick the kids from school. And you're gonna come with me like why don't
you just get my purse and let's go and i just allow it to come with me. All the while. I breathe i try
to get into my body and relax into it and try to feel what is it even feel like. What's so terrible
about these emotions that were trying to run away from. Do you know what they're not that
terrible. Actually not a big deal at all when you just relax and allow them so. Let me circle back
to working with youth here. If i have somebody saying to me. I feel really anxious sister. More
say well. That's okay you know. You're human and then i say what does it feel like now a lot of
times they'll give me thoughts. Which is good. I remember i'm interested in their thoughts. So
say i'm just so worried about school or i'm worried about my mom or something like this right but
what i want them to do is to get in their body and feel sensation station. So i'll say what does
exiled feel like to you. Do feel it in your stomach chest. You fill it in your throat. And i watched
them. There is always go up in their head. They try to find it and they'll say yeah in my stomach
and go okay. Is it tight. Is it queasy. is it sharp. What does it feel like. What's so terrible about
what's the big deal about it and as we together decide what it feels like. It always causes the



emotion to minimize. Because now they're relaxing. They're actually trying to feel it. As i ask
them these questions and i say listen just take a breath and just feel it for a minute. It's okay you
can do it. Your body knows what to do with it. Heavenly father created you and your body and it
knows what to do with anxiety and after we've processed then like i said we can discuss some
of the thoughts creating it and i can offer them alternative thoughts. I have another scripture. Go
with this one here. In second nearby we're told for it must needs be that there's an opposition in
all things if not so my first born in the wilderness. Righteousness could not be brought to pass
neither wickedness neither holiness nor misery nor good nor bad where for all things must
needs be a compound in one wherefore if it should be one body it must needs remain as dead
having no life neither death nor corruption nor in corruption happiness nor misery neither sense
nor insensibility so to me the scripture is a reminder that we are going to have opposition within
us. That's what makes us the most alive right having with other credence this way on purpose.
We're not just supposed to feel happy all the time. That's why i have a podcast called better
than happy. Because i think happiness great but i think that it's opposite is required for us to
really experience happiness and that those emotions are meant to help us navigate the world
and so when we learn how to just feel them. We develop the most possible confidence again. If i
don't have to escape it. I don't have to resist it. I don't have to be afraid of it. i don't have to talk
myself out of it. Then i become very powerful. Because i'm not afraid of negative emotion so i'm
not afraid to go introduce myself to someone or try something new because the worst thing that
could happen is maybe i'll fail and i'll be embarrassed. Or maybe they'll reject me. And i'll i'll feel
rejected but if i know how to feel embarrassed and they know how to feel rejected and i know
what to do with them. Then it's okay. That's the worst thing that could happen. Let's go let's
show up in the world. Let's live our lives all right. So let's go to number four. The forth tool that i
recommend is to seek to minimize shame. I feel really passionate about this one. Because i
think that shame is a tool that the adversary uses. I know you. And i've had a lot of discussions
about this. How shame which is you know. Shame is just the idea that something's wrong with
me. That i'm not good enough. It is a natural part of our human experience but it is a toxic part
of our human experience. I have a quote here from brunei brown on the next slide and says it
and bruno brown is a famous sociologist. In shame researcher and she did a famous. Ted talk
called listening to shame that you can look up if you want where she said. Shame is highly
highly correlated with addiction. Depression violence aggression bullying suicide eating
disorders.
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It's an epidemic in our culture so shame is toxic and this is tricky as leaders church leaders and
parents who are trying to guide our children and encourage them to make good decisions and to
keep the comments to repent when they don't it's easy for shame or the message of shame to
slip in there whether we mean it or not and i just think we have to be really cautious about
combating that as brunei brown said. It's an epidemic in our culture. She gives us some advice.
If you go to the next slide where she continues on in the same ted. Talk to say if we're going to
find our way back to each other. We have to understand and know empathy because empathy is
the antidote to shame if you put shame in petri it needs three things to grow exponentially



secrecy silence and judgment if you put the same amount in a petri dish. And douse it with
empathy. It can't survive the two most powerful words when we're in struggle me too so in other
words if we are reprimanding are teenagers in such a way that they feel that they should do a
better job hiding when they've messed up that is the environment that shame thrives in to
encourage secrecy and silence and judgment whether it be our judgment someone else's
judgement or their own judgment of themselves all of those things fuel. Shame and i've seen
that over and over again with the clients. I've worked with the alternative like brennan. Brown
says me too. So if i'm counseling with a youth you know. Maybe you're a bishop. Maybe they're
telling you about some transgressions that are serious. It doesn't have to be me too. I get it. I do
that. Same thing right but it can be. Hey i'm a human too. I understand. I understand what it's
like to give in to temptation. I understand what it's like to mess up into feel bad. I understand
what it's like to struggle and to to be looking for an easy escape. I understand what that's like.
And i do wanna share one personal story here where. I had a bishop. That really changed my
life so much. He really impacted me. He probably doesn't even remember. Because it was a
student ward where people are just coming and going like crazy right. But bishops steve laying
in california. He you know. I went in i. I needed to counsel with him about some areas of my life.
That were a little bit off track. And i was so filled with shame. As i'm sure is often the case right
when you talk to a bishop. You're embarrassed in your shamed. And and i was just emotional
and i remember him saying to me. Tell me somebody in your life that you really love and i said
my sister natalie. We're really close. And he wrote her name down on a little yellow sticky note.
Natalie and he said okay. So if natalie came to you and she told me what you just told me and
she had done what you've just done. How would you feel about natalie. And i said. Oh my gosh.
I would just tell her that i love her. And it's okay and we'll get through this and he said yes so
that's just a tiny little example of how heavenly father feels about you. He feels that way about
you times ten and that was so powerful for me because i felt when that bishop told me that
when he tried to steer me away from shame into feeling loved and accepted i felt the spirit
confirmed that and the truth is we of the things. I teach coaches that. We make our thoughts
true in the end. So if i think there's something wrong with me and i'm not good enough and i'm
not worthy of god's love i'm ultimately going to create that reality but if i think it's okay he loves
me and i can get back on track and he doesn't love me any less. When i'm living righteously
than when. I'm not that i'm gonna make that true for myself in my own experience always true
that the god loves us but but i will experience that if i believe that and so i think that
remembering that we have to be careful about the way we teach principles that we don't
encourage shame is really important okay. Fifth and final tool. I have is to stop everything
anxiety when i say everything. I mean all emotions that we don't love and that's little bit of an
exaggeration. I just wanted it to fit on my side. We don't label everything that but anxiety is such
a buzzword noticed. I've used it probably seven times throughout this thirty minutes. I've been
talking to you because we call everything anxiety just because it's something we become aware
of and sometimes it is anxiety but let me give this example so when my daughter was in like
second or third grade she went to school and they taught a presentation on bullying and she
came home and said mom. I learned about bullying today. I learned what a bully is. And i
learned how important is to not bully kids and what to do if you're being bullied and so bullying
was the hot word at the time and for many years after that she would come home from school
and say mom.
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I got bullied today. I was like you did what happened and say well. They were picking groups in
this kid said well. I don't want me in our group. I was like well. That wasn't very nice. I'm sorry
that happened. I don't know if i'd label that bullying necessarily thing. That was just a kid kind of
being a little bit too honest and not very nice. And i'm so sorry that happened. But because
bullying was the label in her mind she started labeling everything bullying right. And that's a little
bit what we've done with anxiety. When i go speak to youth the word anxiety always comes up.
And i do think that we have a lot of us struggling with anxiety but i also think a lot of them are
just labeling it that and then again thinking see this as a problem i need to fix it so if somebody
says to me whether it be one of my kids youth. I'm talking to a friend of mine. Even i having
anxiety. I say what's going on a lot of times. They'll describe to me. Well have big project at
school or finals or whatever. I didn't make the team. And i sometimes a different label. I'll say
something like well. It sounds like you're just really disappointed. It sounds like you have stress.
It sounds like you have overwhelm. It sounds like you're fearful in. Is that true. And the only
reason i do that is i think that we all we have a lot of baggage around the wordings. -iety and i'm
trying to minimize some about for them in. I think that increasing our emotional vocabulary in
having more words to go to then justifying can be useful. I have a quote here from psychology
today. Talking about our need to increase our emotional vocabulary says the earlier we can
recognize the signs in our bodies in other words. The feelings in our bodies as feelings that
need to be expressed and the better we become at accurately identifying them the better our
chances at learning how to manage them. So there's a whole bunch of data and research out
about this today. That if if i can more accurately label that negative emotion what it truly is. I
become more empowered around it. I've discovered that for me. Restlessness is a common
visitor. It's not stress always. It's not even boredom it's restless. It's this kind of like what should i
do. I don't quite have time to do what i need. But i kinda wanna do this other thing instead. It's
restless and so again just keeping in mind that everything is not anxiety. Okay last thing. I want
to share with you last slide here. I think it's so important that we have to work on up leveling our
own emotional health as well. We have to get better doing all of these things. We have to get
better at understanding how to feel feelings because when we know how to feel them and we
realized they're not dangerous than we react differently when those that we are trying to guide
come to us with them and when we learn how to examine our own thoughts in chooser
thoughts. We can help others to do that. So i think all of this. I always am my first client. Amo-
always trying to get better at it myself but those are the five tools i have. So what's confusing.
Kurt discuss you got it. That was great. you phenomenal. I don't know what else we can do
here. But actually do have. A list of thoughts inquest here. Just starting out just like this idea of
normalizing feelings is it's like like when you sit with that it's so like a thought provoking and
there's so much you can do with that and led me to an example that my own life. That just
happened last night. I have a six year old boy and last saturday. He was on his bike. He fell and
he split his lip. Open leg it was pretty gnarly and so we had to go to the insecure and get
stitched up and he was a champion like barely cried and we are proud of him but the doctor told
him he said told us anyways like for about two or so days. Don't drink water or any drink from a



cup because it may prematurely make the the stitches dissolve and so he's like all right. I can do
that. So we've been very hyper vigilant about. Make sure he has a straw from her straw. Came
last night And it's been that time period is passed but he's still pretty diligent with a straw. He
goes last night he goes into the kitchen to get a drink and suddenly i hear him like startled and
then he runs over and he and suddenly he says data. It was an accident. I it just breaks down in
tears. It just starts crying and it was through these tears. He could barely get the words out. He
was so disturbed. He's like. I forgot to drink from the right as a father like i. I'm like what
happened. Is something on fire. Like he was very. You could tell like this was an intense
moment. He was having those are freaking out like what's going on what's going on.

00:35:02 - 00:40:04

And then when. I realized what had happened. And he is so disturbed by it naturally as a father.
I wanna say like tatum. Listen like is all okay like forget about that. We've the doctor said two
days or past. The two days is not gonna impact your stitches. You're fine but instead i sort of
tried to just sit with them in that moment of feeling like that panic and that you know the
uncertainty of maybe i've made a mistake right and then i just sort of tried to say while you were
afraid that your stitches are gonna fall out too soon highs like yeah i wasn and then once we
sort of came around to maybe stabilizing feelings. We had a conversation about guess. What
the doctor actually said that you could drink a cup at this point so feel free to drink out of a cab
but again it's such a hard like like on paper it makes sense but in practice. Sometimes you need
to that really responsive like no no. It's okay. it's all like trump bs. I don't feel that way right. Yes i
think it is natural but just takes a little bit of awareness of how powerful it is because you slowing
it down like that been Is taking a moment to use that as an opportunity to teach your son how to
fill. Fear is such a gift because one day he's going to be older and it's going to be. I forgot to find
my taxes or something you know like it's it's gonna feel more legitimately scary but you've
taught him how to feel fear and i like to use those little opportunities. That aren't dangerous
where you know. He's not endanger and nothing's gone wrong and sometimes the verbiage that
helps me remember to do it is. This is the part. So i'll say to my kids. Oh this is the part of being
a human when you feel afraid because you're thinking you've made a mistake isn't it pretty like i
know it doesn't feel good. It makes you cry. But it's notice how your chest feels right now feel
heavy. Does it feel fast. You feel hotter or cooler. Like if i can. I'll try to keep a minute for a
moment and i'm like this is the part like we're on a journey as human. I'm a bit ahead of you. I've
felt fear more often than you. So mike. this is the part where you feel freight this is the part
where whatever and then just like you said. Then i'll go offer them some other thoughts. You
don't actually have to be afraid because nothing's wrong here but now they're empowered
around. I can do fear. I did it with my mom. We did it together. You know so then. Moving
example. I so much appreciated this these perspective. You shared Like moving that this
concept into the bishop's office or into more church leadership context where for example if a
youth comes in and shares transgression or sin. They've done like it's so easy to immediately go
to wasn't a great that we have christ like isn't a great. He paid for everything. You don't have to
worry about this anymore. Like moving on right or or just focusing on the behavior of okay. Well
let's let's that worked out so that that doesn't happen again but right if aac a moment and make



space for of that feeling of guilt and shame that may have cropped up in there and just be like
wow like. You're having a human experience right now with kiel like. Yeah where where do you
feel that like. What is that like right. I think that's such a healing process to go through. I love
that into to follow it up with like i've felt that before too. So it's not like a judgmental like this is the
part where you struggle and you pay for it. But it's just like oh. This is part after a transgression
where you feel terrible. I can relate to that and that's because you have the light of christ within
you. If you didn't have that you wouldn't feel terrible but yeah it doesn't feel great right but we
can do it. And then now and then we move onto the the getting feeling better. Yeah yeah and
because the the atonement of jesus christ so immense and it's like man like we have like let's
use it as quickly as possible and of course that's what's happening but they're mortal
experience. We just have to slow it down before we get to the part of any you. What christ made
this. Okay you know just letting processes apple. I love that. And then with like this idea of
normalizing stress and men this you said like i don't remember verbatim how he said but like
we're not just trying to become like god but we're actually trying to think like god as well and it's
such a powerful thought to me like that's so true like i wanted to learn how god thinks so that i
can maybe mimic those habits and become more like him and sometimes we joke around and i
don't know about you bet it's sometimes. I assume that when we get to heaven or celestial glory.
We just eat pie all day. Because high in immortality would get fat and die right but not in the next
life we can just see high all day but through my experience like stepping back and saying well
what if actually pious still unhealthy for us in heaven. But we actually don't want it like we've
become to this level where we don't want things that are unhealthy. We actually prefer broccoli
over pyrite and then be weird. I don't know if that's heaven but anyway moderate and i spoke to
some youth recently about and we were talking about this topic.

00:40:04 - 00:45:01

You know. there's the old quote. What would jesus do credit. And there's the bracelets. Ww j. d.
Right what would jesus do. That's a great question like you can't go wrong asking yourself that
question. But what about if we asked ourself. What would jesus think. And again. I i spoke to a
group recently in about you know the pandemic and the last year. There's these were all high
school seniors. So they're all like we didn't get to go to prom. We didn't get have graduation.
And i said okay. So what do you think. Christ would think in this situation. Do you think he'd be.
He'd wanna be disappointed and they all we all agreed he might. Yeah he might be
disappointed. Then i'd say do you think he'd be fearful that the future is not to be what it's
supposed to be in that something's gone wrong and they all agreed no. I don't think he thinks
that he would think that. I think he'd think everything's right on track. So there's like a clean pain
of like this is appropriate emotion that you're gonna want to allow. Let's get good at feeling it.
And then there's the the ultimate the way christ would think would be. He has faith in god and
his plan and we can do both. We can hold space for both. Yes powerful and so as you were
talking to start. The as far as normalizing stress like how how powerful thought that is or concept
to to consider that often as we think like well when we become like god. We live in a place
where there's no stress like heaven is just beautiful and there's zero stressed but what if actually
there is stressed but we have developed so much as an eternal being that we're we're able to



handle that stress than so what an important skill set to begin to learn and develop an
experience here in mortality is not staying like i need stress to go away. But say while stresses
here. But i know how to handle it or i'm learning how to handle it and kelly mcgonigal's book will
convert you that that's probably the case like i mean. The upside of stress is her book. And it's
like Stresses a very useful thing that we just have to get better at so and this other you know
going back to feeling guilt like i love the three options. You shared resist. Avoid feel it. And i
think a lot of times in our when it comes to the feeling of guilt the feeling of inadequacy all these
things like. We often want to give solutions to to avoid that or resist it right but now what a
powerful again. The exercises sort of. Sit with them in that feeling and just help them experience
it. So the 'cause they're getting experience it again right if way. It's still gonna come back around
this right. Yeah and i just even just having them take a deep breath. You know you think about
like. It's the most obvious in young children because they don't know how to resist yet so they
just get upset and cried and have a tantrum kind of comes out but they are tightening. And i was
just say okay. Let's just breathe like my little kids. No i'm like take a breath. Not make him do it
with their mouths. Secondly i'm like you're not breathing. Breathe out. I wanna see you. And
they'll stop and they'll breathe and just breathing alone helps relax everything in the body. This
is why again meditation and breath work and all that is so such important component of
emotional health. But even if you don't if you're not comfortable helping them find it in their body
just to remind people take a breath and relax and just be sad if you wanna be sad or be scared
if you wanna be scared i wanna share one other story which is why my daughter one of my kids.
When she was little we were going to the doctor and she was going to have to get shots. Know
she's old enough to know what's going on and so we get to the doctor. She starts crying
immediately and i. This is years ago. I start trying to talk her out of it. I'm like it's okay. Honey
settled down. Don't be scared mommy's right here. It's going to be fine. you know. And i've
immediately start helping her resistant and the doctor said she was a woman doctor and she
said to my daughter. Just go ahead and cry. Are you scared if you're scared. You should cry.
And i was like. What are you doing much going on here. But it was so powerful. I realized like
yeah. It's okay if she can cry. This doctor is seen crying kids before. I don't need to try to just like
you know if you're scared you should just cry and it was just a powerful example of like nothing's
wrong. It's natural for her to be scared that she doesn't want to get a shot and we don't have to
always talk him out of it so anyway. I appreciate your emphasis on the concept of shame. And
like you said we've talked about it at length before the way you framed. It just made me realize. I
mean we talk about you. Know what's the difference between guilt and shame but really shame
is like the feeling of guilt gone wild like don out of control where it would feelings aren't
addressed or digested or or felt like they condemn Progress onto infecting our our personal
identity. And that's really what shame right.

00:45:01 - 00:50:06

It impacts who we are who we are. We who we think. We are our perception of ourselves and so
again why. It's so important to normalize. These feelings helped him. It process it because if we
don't if we dismiss it or avoided resisted then it goes wild and can turn into shame that's almost
unbearable to fix it so have the somebody's experience Shame because of these feelings and in



brunei brown does talk a lot about that. Actually you know hurt. The statistics shared on how
shame is so toxic. She goes on to say that actually guilt is pretty useful and helps us course
correct and helps us. Just identify changes that we wanna make. I just find that it's very unusual
for someone who's feeling a lot of guilt not to go right to shame. I rarely see somebody go. Oh
yeah that was useful information okay. Let's fix it and move on like a shame almost always tries
to creep in and so i think just to be aware of you know again. If you're a bishop in somebody's
they're counting with you. Odds are they already feel guilty or they wouldn't be there and they
probably don't need more help feeling guilty. They probably need help now. Redirecting in most
cases. I would assume and i love the the concept of sort of seeing these feelings like guilt is sort
of your friend like look my friend guilt. Got me here to this bishop's office. I would come here
seeking help without my friend guilt here and let's recognize deal for what he's done and yeah
thank them overhead and an and make sure that that doesn't call his evil twin. Shame and
shame here because we don't need shame as we go through this process but isn't guilt
wonderful that he guy you here to this chair in this office and now we can talk about the some of
these other things. You're feeling in a and let me just sat on. This can't remember who the
woman is. That teaches this pitch but she says that guilt is an indicator that you have two
conflicting desires happening. So let's say. I stole something from the store. So i have the desire
for that thing that i maybe don't have the money to buy but then i have this desire to be honest
into not steal. And that's where guilt says wait. These two things don't match up in so gildas
information so if we take it and go okay. Do i wanna keep this belief. That i don't wanna steal.
Yes i wanna keep that. Do i wanna keep the desire for the thing. Well maybe i just wanna
manage that a little. And i want to not have it control me. We do experience guilt sometimes for
two seemingly conflicting desires that are both desires. We wanna keep for example. You know
maybe. I go to the gym and i feel guilty leaving my kids at home or i feel guilty. That they didn't
want me to leave and they missed me. But i want to go to the gym and exercise so i take a look
at them. Do i want exercise. I wanna give myself time. Yes do i want to be there for my kids. Yes
okay so. I want to keep both of those. So that means i just need to go okay guilt like you said.
Thanks for coming along and pointing out to me that. Have these conflicting desires. But you
can leave now because neither one of these is a problem. I'm just going to make a decision in
the end. And i don't need to feel guilty all the time. Yeah so anyway. Really good really good in
this concept of our emotional emotional vocabulary is fascinating. Because you're right. Like i
hadn't thought about it but says we just throw away that anxious label like that things -iety
anxiety this you know and it is sort of a nice umbrella term at times but there is power may be
increasing. The the your emotional vocabulary like what's what's the process of doing that.
Other than maybe going to the sars thing. I give my clients a list of like two hundred emotion
words and we do look at it sometimes because sometimes we're like oh that's yeah that's the
one i wouldn't have thought of that but it is that describes it so much better than whatever i was
saying so i it's honestly is the although it sounds silly like going to the sars is not a bad idea. I
think as my kids are getting older even wanna like print that and put it on our bulletin board with
all the other stuff we have up there and for my sake as much as anything so that when i'm
talking to them when my you know when my fourteen year old says to me i just feel nervous
about going on the campout. I'm like was nervous. Tell me what's going on. And as he gives me
his thoughts. I'm thinking what emotion is this. It's discomfort it's anticipation you know. It's so
i'm just trying to and again the only reason for that is because we have more leverage over it



when we name it more accurately I think there's a helpful tactic that i think Church leader could
use as maybe getting a list of different emotions and and really narrowing down what this
person is experiencing because even gilt can sort of be a general label that we throw around
you know but maybe there's something or to that feeling of guilt that would help that person
progressive.

00:50:06 - 00:55:10

We can really identify what it is so inside. Now there's just sorta funny maybe not directly related
but it was. I took my son to the. We're in the er and With the nurse in the room and she went to
the the pain level chart right and One through ten right jazz my six year old. What level of pain
are you feeling. And obviously for him. There was some emoji type characters above have a
smile on the one end to tears on level ten and he's and he pointed at level tanis. Like yeah i was
crying. That was it. So i jokingly told everybody my wife and the other women in my life and like
oh tastes them now knows what what childbirth feels like because he's cheating as an extreme
level ten bain powerful though like because we're looking for the change right in the doctors are
looking for the physical change but but emotionally we can do the same thing actually like.
Where are you on the scale zach. asner speeds. Don't bring him morphine. I think he'll be. I
really think that's an exaggeration. And then i just want to underscore like the tactic that you that
bishop used with you. Which was basically i mean. He helped you separate yourself from what
you were going through and ask step back from and look at it in you know in the framing with
somebody else that you loved in what a helpful exercise to use somebody. When they're just so
buried in shane thing. That's yeah i mean like. I said i remember him. Writing it on a sticky note
because he put that sticky note inside the cover of my scriptures and he said every time you're
feeling really bad wide open it and look at natalie's name and remember that your love and then
the other thing he did is he in so that would speak more to the thoughts and the feelings part
and then he. He did address behavior. He said listen. This is my cell phone number. He wrote it
down. Put it on a sticky note. And he said i want you to call me and i'm not going to answer. But
just call my voicemail once a week or whatever and tell me. I did really good job this week. And
that's it. And i'm not gonna to answer. And so just like he's amazing he's been bishops like
twenty five times. 'cause he's so good at it. Might you should stop utah. Good it great. That's
awesome that's awesome wherever hopefully Here's the shout on the awesome. Well i think
that's that's all my questions just again jodi just so helpful in maybe stepping back in
understanding some of these these concepts because in in you know in the context of the
summit of mental health. You know it's easy default to the extreme you know chemical
imbalances and Clinical depression and these things but a lot of time just these simple tactics
that we can maybe understand in us really help level out some of that. Those very abilities. The
mental health that of individuals. We work with and even ourselves right. 'cause there's still
shame and guilt in different anxious feelings that a church leader feels that sometimes. They
don't know how to reconcile or they feel. It stimulates further guilt and shame. Because i don't
think i'm supposed to be feeling that that feeling because i'm in this position right so really good
approach to mental mental health. So i have one more question for you but if zehr anywhere
obvious there People want to follow more about what you do. If they're not familiar with with



your platform and the help that you give. Where would you send them. Yeah so i have a podcast
called better than happy. It's a great resource and then you can go to jody. More dot com.
There's lots of tools there. You can find me on instagram if you want facebook but just my
website will be a great place to get started. Jodi more dot com. Yeah awesome alaska every.
Jody is just if you're in a room full of leaders who are desperate to be a better minister to
individuals who struggle with mental health. What file encouragement would you give. This is
gonna sound like audit vice. But i think i would say to embrace that you are going to do an
amazing job and you're not going to do a very good job in some ways so i think all of us again if
we go back to opposition all things. We're going to have things that we're good at and things
that were just not good at in. Were mad that we're not good at it or we judge ourselves for being
not good at it. We just layer more negative on top of the negative so i i'm always trying to tell
people let's embrace all of you. Let's embrace that you're really good at some things and you're
really not good at other things in that's okay and you can reach out for help in the areas. You're
not good. You can work on getting better. You can rely on the. That's why we have the
atonement to make up the difference but this idea. I just wanna be a good young woman's
president. I just want to be a good camp director. I coached the woman on that. It's like what if
we take the pressure off and just decide. I'm just going to be the camp director. And i'm gonna
do some of it well and some of it. I don't have any idea what i'm doing. So i i would say to give
yourself that grace because actually from that place you become so much better at it and it's
just more fun that concludes this presentation and interview with jodi more shouted to her.

00:55:10 - 00:56:45

She is always so giving to the leading saints community. You know if you're not falling podcast
and all the good that she's doing her platform definitely take the time to check it out by now
you've seen just the quality i think at this point we've published three different sessions from the
mentally healthy saints virtual summit. It's going to be awesome. I've listened to every last
session. Because i hosted each one and it's so good. I think you'll find it so helpful. It's free to
attend and watch and so wherever you are in the world. Please check this virtual summit out by
going to leading saints dot org slash mental health. And you will not regret it and i'm looking to
launch. This starting may eighteenth so jump in and don't miss a minute and don't forget to
register for free for the mentally healthy saints virtual summit by texting the word lead to four
seven four seven four seven revisiting leading saints dot org slash. Mental health came as a
result of the position of leadership which was imposed upon us. I the god of heaven who
brought forth a restoration of the gospel of jesus christ when the declaration was made
concerning the own only true and living church on the face of the earth we were immediately
position of loneliness loneliness of leadership from which we cannot shrink nor runaway and
which we must face up with boldness and courage and ability.


